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Beam Expander (BE), Focusing Lens (FL), Microscope Objective (MO), 
Half Wave Plate (HWP),  Beam displacer (BS2), Two polarizers in front 
of CCD chip (not shown). Probe half s-polarized and half p-polarized. 

By simultaneously measuring the reflectance during short-pulse laser excitation of the material surface at two polarizations of a probe pulse,
detailed dynamics of the surface plasma is revealed. By varying both the  pump-probe delay, the pump fluence and the probe wavelength, a 

comprehensive map of the optical properties of the material is obtained and compared to simulations. The reflectance rise is observed to be slower
for s-polarized light while the p-polarized reflectance increase is quickly decreasing again independent of probe wavelength.  
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Ultrafastly excited dielectric materials (sapphire, fused silica and water3) are shown 
to coherently amplify a subsequent probe pulse. This finding is contrary to typical 

pump probe studies, where only absorption by the hot electron plasma created
 by the pump pulse takes place. We measure the region of amplification in terms 

of pump fluence, pump-probe delay time, and probe fluence. A total 
amplification of 30 % is measured. Coherent character of the 

light indicate stimulated emission.

Above: Delay scan. a) raw CCD images [i] before pump, [ii] 
during pump-probe overlap, [iii] plasma absorption due to free 
electrons, [iv] delayed area of enhanced transmission.
b) Cross section of ccd images. Pumped -probe minus pure 
probe. c) Squares corresponding photodiode signal measuring 
total transmittance. Red circles: Transmission along line 45 in 
b (local gain). Green: local gain from SI.

Conclusion: First evidence of total gain from pure dielectric 
materials. Possibly stimulated emission due to bandgap shrinkage.

Above: Photodiode signal at constant pump fluence, varying 
probe fluence. Red: Without pump. Black: With pump.

Below:  a) CCD images b) and corresponding phase shift and 
absorption (sapphire) from Spectral Interference data. c) plot
along central line of b)

Above left: Simultaneous reflectance enhancement (relative to Fresnel 
reflectance of the unperturbed material) of two polarizations at 480 nm 
probe. Taken from the centre of pump position, peak fluence ~20 J/cm2 . 
Lines are best simulations. Notice slow s-polarization increase, fast 
p-polarization increase, then fastly decreaseing. Above right: Cross 
section of corresponding CCD-image reflectance ratio.

Above: Simulation using MRE of the reflectance ratio 
at 480 nm probe wavelength. Peak in reflectance ratio 
for fluences above 20 J/cm2  (also bump in figure to the 
far left) due to maximum valence band electron density. 
No strong delayed peak in the ratio is visible (compare 
to experimental data to the left). 
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Model: Pump-probe investigations of the surface of 
sapphire are modelled in the Multiple Rate Equation 
(MRE) model (right) for the conduction band electron 
distribution during excitation. Refractive index, n, 
from the Drude model (below) including Clausius-
Mossotti correction (k0 decrease as ncon increase). 

Reflectance ratio describes the relative change in the 
s and p-polarization relative to the unperturbed 
reflectance ratio giving a measure comparable to 
simulations. 
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 Setup for radially resolved 
common-path spectral 

interferometer

Above: Ratio of normalized reflectances as a 
function of time for different probe wawelengths. 
No clear wavelength dependency on reflectance. 
Same trend since slowly increasing s-polarization
and after 200 fs decreasing p-polarization.

Conclusion and outlook: Delayed reflectance increase (s)/quick decay (p) is not desribed in the present 
model. Possibly caused by hot electron ejection or resonant absorption of p-polarized light. Model constrained
by no strong probe wavelength dependency!  Future implementation of simultaneous phase information 
retrival from reflected light.


